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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Twenty-Second Day: Saturday, June 3, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 210-60-39-32—29%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
The bay gelding BIPARTISAN figures to be on or near the lead from the 
opening bell under jockey Miguel Mena in a race with no early pace on 
paper—always a solid angle, and the bay son of Political Force has been 
competitive in his past two starts for a nickel. He relinquished a clear, 
early lead two starts back in Louisville after setting a moderate pace, yet 
still held on to win by a length and change beating a next-out winner in the 
process while facing similar stock. I like the turn-back in distance to this 
one-turn, eight-furlong trip; choice, gate-to-wire. MORE THAN SHIRL drops 
back down in class off a respectable third-place finish in his last start on 
the rise facing open $16K stock, where he made a middle move then was 
one-paced in the lane at odds of nearly 11-1. Bay gelding hasn’t been to the 
winner’s circle since January, where he lost his “three lifetime” condition 
for a $15K tag in New Orleans, and his form against open claiming 
company has been spotty. This is a soft group of open $5K types, so the 
class drop suits; late rider change to Corey Lanerie noted; contender. 
PHENOMENAL PHOENIX hasn’t been seen at the races in nearly three 
months, but he did win his last start off the sidelines facing conditioned 
$5K types at Fair Grounds, where he rallied from well off the pace and won 
going away under Gabriel Saez at nearly 31-1. His form is consistently 
inconsistent, but he has been first-or second in four of his last five starts 
facing conditioned $5K company and Lieutenant Seany O, who beat him 
soundly the last time he was seen at the races, came out of Fair Grounds 
and has been competitive in Kentucky this spring; threat. STAR DOG’s 
form has tailed off of late, but he did handle open $5,000 company at 
Oaklawn Park three starts back for trainer Jack Van Berg and won his last 
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start at Churchill Downs at this one-turn, one-mile trip last fall. He turns 
back in distance off his past six starts, gets in light with the seven-pound 
“bug boy” Rayan Gazader named or the assignment, and he hopped at the 
start in his last race which may have compromised his chances; on the 
fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-8-5   
 
 
RACE TWO 
SISTER KAN will make her first start off the claim for trainer Brad Cox, 
whose barn wins at a very high percentage in this type of situation. She 
has been the beaten favorite in her past two races, but she hooked a next-
out winner in her last start at Keeneland facing arguably tougher company 
at a seven-furlong distance that was a bit beyond her scope, and she will 
love turning back to this six-furlong trip this afternoon. Kantharos filly has 
useful tactical speed and figures to get a great trip stalking anticipated 
front-runners NAUGHTY LITTLE NUN and BUY LOW SELL HIGH; the slight 
class drop only enhances her appeal; rates top billing. MAXIMUM EDGE 
has terrible current form but takes a marked class drop in this spot for 
trainer Billy Connelly from entry-level allowance company into this soft 
open $40K claiming heat, and this well bred gray daughter of Dialed In has 
faced tough company in all of her starts against winners, including 
eventual grade one stakes winner Pretty City Dancer and stakes winners 
Vertical Oak and Golden Mischief. She figured to need her last start off an 
extended layoff, will be tighter this time around, and is an overlaid 15-1 on 
the morning line; “live” longshot. BUY LOW SELL HIGH likes to win, having 
done so in three-of-five lifetime starts, and this bay High Cotton filly 
returns to the claiming ranks after an uninspiring effort against entry-
level allowance foes at Indiana Grand 22 days ago. She’s undefeated when 
offered up for a tag and will love stretching out an eighth of a mile to a 
distance at which she has won three-of-four lifetime starts. I like that she 
proved she could rate a bit when she won her first start against winners in 
the slop three starts back, as NAUGHTY LITTLE NUN, who breaks just to 
her outside, has a comparable early lick; contender. BLAZE STAR makes 
up half of a formidable coupled entry sent postward by trainer Bernie Flint, 
and the dark bay miss exits a quick race (1:10 flat) in which she was 
beaten a dirty head facing $30K “non-winners of two lifetime” foes when 
getting blinkers for the first time. She has been first-or-second in four-of-
six starts in 2017 and should get a decent trip stalking an honest pace 
under Corey Lanerie. She steps up to open company, but there are no 
world-beaters in here; threat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-4-1a (part of entry) 
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RACE THREE 
WARRIOR’S CLUB split the field in the Pat Day Mile (G3) on Derby Day, 
was only beaten a length in the $150K Northern Spur Stakes in the 
penultimate effort, and won his last start against allowance company by 
two lengths and change. Dark bay colt broke his maiden in a restricted 
stakes race the last time he was seen at this seven-furlong trip under the 
Twin Spires, and he has effective tactical speed. The blowout on May 30th 
in :35 3/5 should have him on his toes, and I like the wide post draw 
coming out of the partial chute; major player. RAPID DIAL was six-lengths 
and change off the top choice in the aforementioned Pat Day Mile (G3), 
which was contested over a “wet-fast”, sealed strip that he didn’t appear to 
like. Bay Dialed In colt has some ability, as he broke his maiden on debut 
by open lengths in 1:09 3/5, then validated that effort by annexing his first 
start against winners in Hot Springs. He’ll appreciate the return to 
allowance company and is another with a useful tactical turn of foot; 
formidable. CHIEF KNOW IT ALL returns to the races off a near two-month 
hiatus, but the gray has won his past two starts off the shelf by a combined 
total of five and a half lengths, and he has never missed the trifecta in the 
allowance ranks. Throw out the debut effort and the start in the Southwest 
Stakes, and his form looks double tough. He has won two-of-three outings 
in 2017; contender. HUNKA BURNING LOVE has been first-or-second in his 
past four starts facing optional claiming/allowance company, and the bay 
son of Into Mischief comes into this heat fresh for trainer Mike Maker. His 
lackluster local record is reason for concern and he’s arguably better on 
Polytrack, but he has placed in seven-of-11 lifetime starts, including 50 
percent of his races on “fast” dirt surfaces; cannot eliminate with 
confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-3-4 
 
 
RACE FOUR    
CAROLINA JASMINE looks like a solid play dropping in class and 
returning to her preferred surface—dirt—in this spot, and this chestnut 
daughter of Line of David has a license to improve making the third start of 
her current form cycle. She has two prior wins to her credit in Louisville 
and hasn’t missed the trifecta in her past seven outings on a conventional 
dirt surface. Five-year-old split a field of tougher rivals two starts back at 
Keeneland off a layoff and beat entry-level allowance company in New 
Orleans three starts back. She has a versatile running style; choice. MISS 
COBBLESTONE aired off a two-month plus layoff her last start for a quarter 
and while she will take a near double-jump up in class in this spot for 
trainer Bernie Flint, she won an open $40K heat in Louisville last fall at 
this six-furlong trip by two-lengths and change in a snappy 1:09 3/5. She 
has a license to improve in her second start off the shelf, likes Churchill 
and three-quarters of a mile on dirt; contender. STARLIGHT EXPRESS was 
only beaten four lengths and change against tougher company in her last 
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start on the grass, and she has won two of her past four starts on the main 
track for trainer Jimmy Baker. She’ll be tighter this time around and 
attracts the services of jockey Corey Lanerie; some things to like. The six-
year-old mare NORTHERN CONNECT hasn’t had her picture taken since 
last September, but she’s another that should improve dropping in class in 
her second start off a layoff. Bay mare is at her best at a straight six-
furlong trip on dirt, and she’s a closer in a race that figures to have a 
legitimate early pace carved out by STREET CRUIZER, CAROLINA 
JASMINE and TIA FLOR; comes running in the lane. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
SHOWREEL (GB) will make her first start off the claim for Wesley Hawley, 
who haltered this bay daughter of Showcasing (GB) for $30,000 out of her 
last start. Her best start stateside was on the grass for a $35K tag two 
starts back and while I would like to see her settle and finish rather than 
be on the early lead, she’s the controlling speed in a race full of closers—
always a solid play. Dirt-to-turf angle looks solid, choice, gate-to-wire. The 
four-year-old bay filly FRONT ROW DEBBIE has good past turf form on this 
class level having finished in the money in five-of-seven grass starts 
lifetime facing $15K-$50,000 maiden claiming company. She was only 
beaten a neck in her last race at an eight-furlong trip on the weeds, and she 
will likely improve in her second start of a layoff. Throw out the last effort, 
which was an of-the-turf heat contested over a “fast” main track that she 
didn’t care for, and she gets wheeled right back off nine days rest; dirt-to-
turf angle playable. THUNDERON THE NILE returns to the races off an 
eight-month plus layoff for the high-percentage Brad Cox outfit and drops 
in for a tag for the first time. She split a field on 10 on debut o the inner 
turf course at Saratoga last summer, where she hopped at the start and hit 
her best stride too late, but she was unable to replicate that effort in a one-
turn mile and a sixteenth affair at Belmont in her last start. The wide post 
draw hurts, but I like the rider change to Florent Geroux; contends on the 
drop. TIFF gets wheeled back off nine days rest after beating two horses on 
debut in an off-the-turf heat contested over a “fast” main track on May 
25th. Bay daughter of Algorithms has all kinds of upside making just her 
second career start and will get a ground-saving trip from her inside post 
draw. She has hints of green in her bloodlines; improvement expected. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-10-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
BE A FACTOR has been the beaten heavy favorite in his past two starts, but 
he woke up on the drop in his last outing and continues his class descent in 
this spot for the Brad Cox barn in this $8K “non winners of two lifetime” 
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heat. Bay The factor filly broke her maiden for a quarter by open lengths in 
Hot Springs over the winter and exits a quick heat at Indiana Grand that 
went in 1:09 4/5, real fast for $12,500 claiming stock; major player. 
SCOTCH IS MY CANDY has been the beaten chalk in three of her past four 
starts and is always well backed at the windows. Her best past form has 
been at Indiana Grand and Belterra Park, but she did give a good account 
of herself in her first crack at winners in Ohio and hasn’t been off the board 
in her past five starts. The lone win of her career was in the mud, however 
she’s in the right spot to be competitive in this heat in for an $8K tag 
against “two lifetime” adversaries; contender. WILL WANTS CANDY 
woke up when dropping in class and turning back in distance in his last 
start facing $20,000 maiden claiming types in Louisville on May 14th, and 
she is well spotted to be competitive in her first start against winners in for 
an $8,000 price tag facing “two lifetime” foes in this affair. I like how she 
rated and finished in her last start; threat. BOSSES MONEY posted her best 
finish since early February in her last start when facing similar 
adversaries, and she broke her maiden for a dime by open lengths at this 
six-furlong trip under the Twin Spires last fall. Her form against winners 
has been suspect at best, however; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-8-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
BURMA ROAD is a nice filly that gets wheeled back to the races off two 
weeks rest for trainer Ian Wilkes, and she has hooked some tough 
customers in her past two starts off a lengthy layoff in the form of stakes 
winner Sassy Little Lila in her last race and the nice Juddmonte Farm filly 
Antonoe in the penultimate outing. Chestnut Street Boss filly has never 
been off the board on turf, never missed the exacta over the Matt Winn 
Turf Course, and is eligible for improvement in her third start off a near 
five-month layoff. She’ll get a ground-saving trip on the hedge under Chris 
Landeros; rates top billing. BE PLAYFUL ran a put forth a monster effort in 
her last start 31 days ago in Louisville, where she dismantled a group of 
$40K of claiming stock by nine lengths at a one-mile trip at 40 cents on the 
dollar. She loves place money (second in 12 of 27 lifetime starts) and steps 
up in class, but her 2017 form is razor-sharp and she’s minor stakes placed 
on the grass at Gulfstream Park at this mile and a sixteenth trip. I like how 
she was given a month’s rest off the huge effort in her last start; major 
player. HAVANA DREAM has never run a bad race, is stakes placed on turf 
and will be tighter in her second start off the sidelines for trainer Mark 
Casse. Well-bred daughter of Quality Road out of the grade one winner 
Mayo On the Side was making up ground late off a layoff facing “two other 
than” allowance company at Keeneland in her last start, and she has an 
affinity for the local course. She’s an overlaid 8-1 on the morning line; lots 
to like. FLYING TIPAT was less than two lengths off the top choice in her 
last start on the lawn at Churchill and, like BURMA ROAD, she gets 
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wheeled back off two weeks rest. Bay daughter of Tapit has solid turf form 
in 2017 and will likely move forward in her second start off the sidelines 
for trainer Dale Romans. She’s figures to get a decent trip stalking the pace 
under jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr., and she’s 8-1 on the morning line; 
using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-3-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The dark bay Scat Daddy gelding CANIFORM will make his first start off 
the claim for trainer Mike Maker, whose outfit wins at a high-percentage in 
this type of scenario. Four-year-old has had be stopped on frequently and is 
lightly-raced, which isn’t encouraging, but he has never run a poor race on 
dirt and creeps in for a $20,000 price tag or the first time this afternoon. 
“Bullet” :47 3/5 move on May 24th noted; choice. Trainer Brad Cox haltered 
ARODG for $30K out of his last start and comes back 31 days later for a 
$20K tag. Son of Ghostzapper exits a quick race that went in 1:10 2/5, 
where he made a bit of an early stalking move then tired as the beaten 
favorite facing $30K down to $25K maiden claiming types. It’s worth 
noting that the third place finisher in that heat—Uno Mas Brandy 
($15.40)—came back to break his maiden for a $20K tag in the nightcap on 
the ‘Twilight Thursday” program; contender. PREVAILING BETS is a quick 
chestnut son of Old Fashioned that is capable of rattling off :21 and change, 
:22 flat opening splits, and he drops down in class in this heat off a 
lackluster effort versus maiden allowance types in a race that went in a 
snappy 1:09 2/5. He will be winging it from the get-go however 
DREAMMEISTER, who has a comparable early lick, figures to keep him 
honest early. He was only beaten a half-length for all the money two starts 
back at Keeneland for a $40K tag; threat. DREAMMEISTER was game in 
his first start off the claim for trainer Jack Van Berg while stepping up in 
class slightly, as he was beaten less than two lengths after setting a quick 
early pace going a seven-furlong trip. He gets in light with the seven-pound 
apprentice in the boot, but he will have to deal with the equally fast 
PREVAILING BETS from the outset and has packed it in late in his past two 
starts; seems destined for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-2-8 
 
 
RACE NINE—The Mighty Beau Stakes 
The 17-time winner RIVERS RUN DEEP is one hard-knocking Ohio bred 
that has won seven of his past nine starts for trainer Chris Hartman, and 
this versatile fellow has wins on fast dirt, slop and synthetic surfaces to his 
credit. While he has never won a turf race, he has run very well on the 
grass in the past and was only a half-length off fellow entrant LATENT 
REVENGE in last year’s edition of this race. He has won the past five times 
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jockey Albin Jiminez has been in the boot, and he has a license to improve 
in the third start of his current form cycle. He has overcome wide post 
draws in the past and won, and he’s a juicy 4-1 on the morning line; dirt-to-
turf angle very playable. PARTLY MOCHA is a late-running turf sprinter in 
a race loaded with speed—always a solid angle—and his chances were 
compromised in his last start in the Twin Spires Turf Sprint (G3T), where 
he was nine-wide at the quarter-pole over “good” terrain. He had wide trips 
in his past two starts and will more than likely be wide again turning for 
home in this spot breaking from the eight-hole, but he can be counted on to 
fire from off the pace—especially on “firm” ground—and he’ll certainly get 
quick splits in front of him to set up his late kick; contender. VICI’s form 
has improved since he turned back in distance two starts back, and he ran 
a winning race while wearing blinkers for the first time in his last start—
his first crack at a straight five-furlong trip on the weeds. Well-bred son of 
War Front has ben improving for trainer Ben Colebrook and has finished in 
the money in six-of-nine turf starts lifetime. He’s 12-1 on the morning line; 
using in exotic wagers. Last year’s Mighty Beau Stakes winner LATENT 
REVENGE is a very fast turf sprinter that has ben first-or-second in eight-
of-15 turf starts lifetime for trainer Greg Foley, and the dark bay son of 
Latent Heat demonstrated marked improvement at 23-1 in his last start 
off the shelf to be second to Green Mask over “good” ground after doing all 
the heavy lifting in the Twin Spires Stakes (G3T) on Oaks Day. He always 
breaks running, can lay down quick splits and stay around in the lane, and 
is siting on a “bullet” :46 1/5 half-mile move at Churchill on May 24th which 
should have him on his toes; foolish to slight his chances. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-6-3 
 
 
RACE TEN—The Aristides Stakes (G3) 
9-5 morning line favorite LIMOUSINE LIBERAL will be tough to handle in 
the 29th renewal of this six-furlong grade three affair, as this honest son of 
Successful Appeal is coming off a game win in the Churchill Downs Stakes 
(G2) in the mud on the Derby Day undercard at 13-1. He was only beaten a 
head in this race last year with Corey Lanerie up by Churchill-loving Alsvid 
in a heat that went in 1:08 1/5, and if you draw lines through his efforts in 
grade one races, his form looks double tough. He’s a talented horse, holds 
the track record at Keeneland for six and a half panels (1:15 flat) and I like 
that trainer Ben Colebrook gave him nearly 30 days rest off the big effort 
in his last race; rates top billing. UNION JACKSON was only a half-length 
off the top choice in last year’s Aristides (G3), and he likes to win, having 
done so in five-of-nine lifetime starts for the Asmussen barn. His a lightly-
raced five-year-old with frequent layoff lines—not a great sign—but when 
he’s right he can be brilliant and he comes into this heat fresh, off a near 
four-month layoff. His five-panel, “bullet” work in 1:00 flat on May 22nd 
says he’s in fine fettle, and he has never been off the board under the Twin 
Spires; contender. WILBO loves Churchill Downs, having won four-of-five 
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lifetime outings in Louisville, and he’s coming off a game neck decision in a 
tough high-end optional claiming/money since allowance affair on May 
12th. He tends to struggle in stakes races, but he has a versatile running 
style and has finished in the money in seven-of-eight lifetime starts at this 
six-panel trip on dirt; can’t eliminate based on his affinity for the local 
surroundings. THE TRUTH OR ELSE ran a big race to be fifth behind the 
top choice in his last start, as he was finishing with good interest while 
very wide over an inside, speed-favoring, “wet-fast” surface at Churchill on 
Derby Day. Closer probably needs a bit more ground than six-furlongs, but 
he has put forth a couple of big efforts thus far in 2017 and is eligible for 
improvement in his third start off a layoff. He’ll come running in the lane; 
using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-3-4-6 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
MISS VICKI looks like a solid play in the nightcap “get out” race, as this 
dark bay filly ran a big on debut at Keeneland and will make her first start 
for the high-percentage Tom Amoss barn in this spot. Daughter of Bellamy 
Road has tons of upside making just her second career start and has been 
training forwardly since the race in Lexington; choice. ROCKET GIRL is a 
$150,000 Uncle Mo filly that has been bumped around at the start in both 
her previous races but has run well nonetheless. She was an honest third 
of 11 in her main track debut in mid-April at Keeneland and is another 
with plenty of upside making just her third career start in this spot; 
contender. CLEVER SERVE always seems to run her race to pick up a 
paycheck, but she has an affinity for minor awards, having finished 
second-or-third in eight-of-11 lifetime outings. She ran a winning race from 
off the pace in a six-furlong heat in her last start and will have an extra 
furlong to work with today; threat. GO STELLAIRE ran well in her only 
previous start on the dirt, where she was five and a half lengths off 
eventual stakes winner Perfect Wife in in career debut at Keeneland last 
fall. She has faced some honest maiden allowance fields on the grass of 
late, and her pedigree leans more toward dirt. She’s a juicy 12-1 on the 
morning line; turf-to-dirt angle playable. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-8-4   
 


